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London Metro Central Line Free Route Free Train Simulator and White Noise Train Sounds. The variety of simulated graphical
objects encountered along the road to the east defies description. These are destroyed buildings, derailed trains, and many rare
decorative items. Also, several variants of the road surface were developed. In some variants, a limited number of types of
bricks are used (mainly concrete, although there are also various types of reinforced concrete structures), in others there are vast
areas of forest and plains, and only frames remain from the model cars themselves. All models are painted in different colors,
and there are also dozens of graphic and textural elements, for example, road signs, markings, traffic lights, and in some
variants, real windows are cut into the body. The game includes gameplay based on rail simulators. The player controls the train
passing through various obstacles, limited blocks, rails, etc.The difficulty of the game depends on the actions of the player:
when passing sections with rails, the player must use the brake in order not to fly out of the way. Many levels can be passed
without rails, and some can only be passed with the help of brakes (the so-called trampolines). For every 100 units of energy
spent on the journey, the player receives points. Each unit of energy takes a lot of "shots" and increases the speed of the train,
however, the amount of energy accumulated when descending on one wave depends on several other indicators, such as the
speed and color of the train, and not on its speed. In some levels, you can move from one area to another without losing energy,
but in some areas you will have to use braking and additional attacks. When passing levels, the game gives two attempts to
resume the interrupted attempt, and if the player exceeds the speed in the upper level, the level will be closed. Do not expect
exciting levels at first. The gameplay is gradually opened up to the player through combo attacks, such as jumping off the train,
passing without brakes, shooting at full speed, hit and spin [2]. The level of difficulty of such combos can vary greatly
depending on the combination of parameters such as speed and platform type[2][3]. The game bypasses outdated electric road
models developed in the mid-1990s. The game does not feature rails that were created in the same years as the popular
Electrical Train Fighting Game, but
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